
Mysterious 651 

Chapter 651 Contempt 

“This overcoat is priced at 1,388 yuan. Are you sure you want to try it?” 

The shop assistant no longer had much patience for them, but the work ethics did not allow her to chase 

the customers away. She could only use this method to make them give up on buying it. 

“1, 1388 yuan?” Luo Xiujuan gasped in shock. “That expensive?” 

If this was in the past, this money would have been more than ten years of their income. Although their 

lives were better, their living style was still frugal. 

Qin Xi did not mind the price. Instead, she looked at Han Shi and asked, “I think this overcoat suits Mom 

quite well. Stone, what do you think?” 

“Yes, I agree. Mom, give it a try. If it suits you, we’ll buy it.” Han Shi urged. 

When the shop assistant heard their conversation, she was so angry that she almost laughed. She had 

already put the price on the table. Did this family not have ears or brains? 

She stopped pretending. She crossed her arms and looked at Qin Xi and the other two with a fake smile, 

her eyes filled with mockery. “Everyone, think carefully. This overcoat is priced at 1,388 yuan. If you 

don’t have that much money, it’s best not to try it on. Otherwise, if it’s damaged or dirty, you won’t be 

able to afford it.” 

The smile on Qin Xi’s face widened, but there was no smile in her eyes. “Are the customers in your shop 

not allowed to try the clothes?” 

The waitress put on a fake smile, but her words were harsh. “It depends. If you can really afford it, feel 

free to try it. If you can’t, I advise you not to touch it. If you damage it, you’ll be finished.” 

Just as Qin Xi was about to say something, a woman’s surprised voice came from behind. “Sister, look, 

does that overcoat look good?” 

A gentle voice replied to the woman, “Yes, it looks very good. It suits you.” 

“I think so too.” The woman also felt that it suited her very well. She quickly instructed the shop 

assistant, “Take out the blue overcoat in the window. I want to try it.” 

“Alright, please wait a moment. I’ll take it out for you right away.” 

The shop assistant, who had just been mocking Qin Xi and her family for not being able to afford it, 

immediately changed her expression. She opened the glass window of the cabinet with a smile and 

carefully took out the overcoat. 

Han Dazhu and Luo Xiujuan were at a loss as to what to do. Embarrassment flashed across their faces. 

The feeling of being looked down on was like a knife cutting into their faces. 

Qin Xi gently squeezed Luo Xiujuan’s hand and comforted her. “Mom, it’s fine. I’ll handle this.” 

Luo Xiujuan pulled Qin Xi and whispered, “Xi, let’s go. I don’t like this overcoat anyway.” 



  

Unexpectedly, as soon as she finished speaking, the shop assistant snorted and said disdainfully, “You 

don’t like it? I think you are just too poor to afford it. Why are you finding an excuse? It’s really 

disgusting. Alright, get out. Don’t waste the time of the other customers.” 

At this moment, two well-dressed women walked over arm in arm. The two of them were in their 

thirties and looked quite similar. One could tell at a glance that they were biological sisters. 

The woman with short chestnut hair looked at the overcoat in the shop assistant’s hand in surprise. She 

gave the bag in her hand to the other woman with long hair and said, “Sister, hold the bag for me. I’ll try 

this overcoat.” 

“Wait, we were the ones who wanted to buy this overcoat first. You can’t try it yet.” 

Chapter 652 Contempt 

“Wait, we were the ones who wanted to buy this overcoat first. You can’t try it yet.” 

Just as the short-haired woman was about to take off her coat, she heard a cold voice beside her ear. 

She looked over and saw Qin Xi looking at her with a smile. 

“Are you talking to me?” The short-haired woman was stunned and asked. 

The shop assistant’s heart skipped a beat. She glared at Qin Xi and said impatiently, “Ignore her. They’re 

all from the countryside. They are all bumpkins. They can’t afford such a high-end overcoat.” 

The shop assistant deliberately raised her voice, making the surrounding customers look over. Her 

intention was obvious. She wanted Qin Xi and the other three to feel embarrassed so that they would 

back off. 

Qin Xi raised her eyebrows and looked at the shop assistant coldly. “You’re not me. How do you know I 

can’t afford it?” 

The shop assistant straightened her back and retorted, “Isn’t that obvious? Look at the customers here. 

They’re all dressed in gold, silver, and jewelry. Only such distinguished customers are worthy of 

shopping in our shop. Look at you. What are you wearing? And these shoes…” 

She pointed at the shoes Luo Xiujuan and Han Dazhu were wearing. They were handmade cotton shoes. 

Even though the shoes were clean, compared to most branded leather shoes, the cotton shoes they 

were wearing were much shabby. 

“Look at yourself in the mirror. Do you look like you can afford anything here?” The shop assistant said 

disdainfully, “I really don’t know where you got the courage to come in.” 

Luo Xiujuan and Han Dazhu had never been treated like this in their lives. For a moment, they were so 

embarrassed that their faces turned red. They lowered their heads and did not dare to make a sound. 

Qin Xi was as calm as ever, as if she was not at all affected by these harsh words. However, her voice 

was extremely cold. 



“Initially, we were just here to buy some clothes, but I didn’t expect to meet a condescending person 

like you. I don’t know who is running this mall. Why are the shop assistants so poorly trained? However, 

since you like to insult others so much, I will not treat you with respect either.” 

No one understood what Qin Xi meant. Even the shop assistant felt that Qin Xi was just pretending. 

“You’re sick.” Qin Xi pointed at the shop assistant in all seriousness. 

  

The shop assistant was furious. “You country bumpkin, why are you cursing at me?” 

Qin Xi took out her medical license and said, “I’m a Chinese doctor. If I say you’re sick, you’re sick. If you 

don’t believe me, you can give it a try.” 

Seeing that Qin Xi was really a Chinese doctor, the shop assistant’s heart started to beat faster. 

However, she still said skeptically, “I-I don’t believe you. Don’t bluff me.” 

Qin Xi smiled disdainfully and said sarcastically, “If you want to give it a try, forget it. Anyway, you’re the 

one who’s sick, not me.” 

“I think you should give it a try. Good health is most precious.” The shop assistant’s colleague tugged at 

her arm and persuaded softly. 

The shop assistant looked at Qin Xi’s half-smiling face and hesitated for a moment. In the end, she 

decided to give it a try. After all, she wouldn’t lose anything. 

She lifted her chin. “Sure. Tell me. What do you want me to do?” 

The corners of Qin Xi’s mouth curled up into a smug smile as she said, “It’s very simple. Press down on 

the place below your abdomen.” 

The shop assistant did as she was told. She placed her finger below her abdomen and looked up at Qin 

Xi. “Then?” 

“Put your hand into your clothes and place it on your stomach. Draw three circles clockwise. Remember, 

you have to exert yourself. After drawing, draw three circles counterclockwise…” 

Chapter 653 A series of farts! 

After the shop assistant did what Qin Xi said, she did not feel anything wrong with her body. She 

immediately felt embarrassed and angry as if she had been fooled. She shouted, “How dare you fool 

me?” 

Qin Xi and Han Shi looked at each other and tacitly pulled Han Dazhu and Luo Xiujuan away from the 

shop assistant. Before anyone could understand what was going on, they heard a loud bang. 

It was really loud! 

The surrounding people thought that something had exploded somewhere, but as soon as this thought 

flashed across their minds, they smelled a mind-blowing stench of shit in the air. 

  



They swore that this was the most disgusting smell they had ever smelled in their lives. 

The ones closest to the shop assistant even vomited at the same time. The smell of farts mixed with 

vomit made the entire shop smell sour. 

Just as everyone realized what was going on, the shop assistant’s face twisted and she let out a series of 

farts! 

Pfft, pfft, pfft~ 

The corners of Qin Xi’s mouth twitched. It was actually quite rhythmical! 

Luo Xiujuan was dumbfounded. She pointed at the shop assistant and looked at Qin Xi. “Xi, what, what’s 

going on?” 

“Don’t be surprised so early. There’s something more exciting later!” Han Dazhu said. He was familiar 

with Qin Xi’s methods. 

He remembered that half a year ago, when they went to buy bicycles, the bald man was pranked by Qin 

Xi. At that time, the bald man even peed his pants. The scene was unbearable to watch. 

Now that he saw Xi punishing such a despicable person, he had mixed feelings. Sigh, time really flies. In 

the blink of an eye, Xi had been married to Stone for half a year. 

Just as the old man was sighing, the shop assistant completely lost control of her bowels. Some 

yellowish-brown liquid flowed down her pants, and an even stronger smell instantly filled the air. 

In an instant, time seemed to have frozen. Seeing the pool of liquid under the shop assistant, everyone’s 

faces instantly turned pale. They rushed out of the shop with disgusted expressions. 

At this moment, the shop assistant did not dare to move because if she moved slightly, the water would 

gush out. She could not stop it at all and could only wait on the spot with a pale face. 

Seeing that the shop assistant had received the punishment she deserved, the corners of Qin Xi’s mouth 

curled up. She pulled Luo Xiujuan and said, “Alright, let’s go. I’m afraid the clothes of this shop smell 

very bad. Let’s go to another shop to take a look!” 

“Hey, wait a minute.” 

At this moment, the short-haired woman jogged up to Qin Xi and said in an unfriendly tone, “Hey, you’re 

going too far. Didn’t she just say a few words to you? Do you have to make her suffer so much? She 

might even lose her job. Aren’t you pushing her to her death? You’re going too far.” 

“Why? Are you going to stand up for her?” 

Qin Xi looked at her teasingly. “As a shop assistant, it’s her duty to serve the customers. Not only did she 

speak ill of us, but she also insulted us. I’m just teaching her a lesson. How is that going far?” 

“I…” 

The short-haired woman couldn’t argue with Qin Xi. She pointed at the mess in the shop and said 

angrily, “But isn’t your punishment a little too much?” 



“How about I let her insult your mother and grandfather too? I want to see if you’ll be indifferent.” 

Qin Xi didn’t have much patience to listen to her nonsense. Instead, she went straight to the point. “If 

you think it’s unfair, I can let you suffer in her place. Are you willing?” 

At this moment, the long-haired sister walked over quickly and apologized to Qin Xi and the others, “I’m 

sorry, my sister is straightforward. Please don’t take it to heart.” 

Chapter 654 Only Kind-hearted People Deserve Sympathy 

“Sister, why are you apologizing to her?” 

The short-haired woman was a little unhappy. She frowned and glared at Qin Xi and the others. 

“Lan, you’re too impetuous. If the shop assistant behaved herself, she wouldn’t be in such a miserable 

state now.” 

The long-haired woman smiled gently. 

“Only kind-hearted people deserve sympathy. She has to pay for the mistakes she made.” 

“She made the choice herself. She can’t blame anyone. Why are you so unhappy?” 

Fu Lan pouted. She understood everything. If the person the shop assistant humiliated in public was her 

mother, she would do the same. 

Qin Xi’s gaze landed on the long-haired woman and she could tell what was plaguing her. 

“Do you have epilepsy?” 

The woman was slightly stunned. She did not expect Qin Xi to be able to notice it at a glance. 

She nodded and said, “Yes!” 

The short-haired woman frowned and looked at Qin Xi warily. She stood in front of her sister. “How did 

you know about my sister’s illness?” 

Qin Xi did not even look at her. She looked straight at the gentle woman. “If you want to seek treatment, 

come and find me at Ji Ding Hall.” 

With that, Qin Xi and the other three turned around and left, leaving the two sisters standing rooted to 

the ground in surprise. 

“Sister… what did she mean?” 

Fu Lan asked hesitantly, staring at Qin Xi’s departing figure. 

The woman shook her head and looked in the direction Qin Xi left with a complicated expression. After a 

long time, she sighed softly. “Perhaps she can treat this illness that has been bothering me for many 

years.” 

Fu Lan was still skeptical. “Is that possible? Can such a miracle really happen?” 

On the other side, after shopping for the entire afternoon, the four of them were hungry. They found a 

high-end restaurant nearby and sat down. 



  

As soon as the four of them sat down, a waitress in a white shirt and black skirt walked over with a 

smile. She placed the menu on the table and asked in a sweet voice, “Good afternoon. May I know what 

you want to order?” 

Qin Xi picked up the menu and handed it to Luo Xiujuan and Han Dazhu. She said with a smile, 

“Grandpa, Mom, order whatever you like. You don’t have to save money for Stone.” 

Han Shi said, “That’s right. You don’t have to save me money. Order whatever you like.” 

Luo Xiujuan casually opened the menu. When she saw the price, she gasped and quickly threw the menu 

to Han Dazhu. 

“Dad, why don’t you order first?” 

Han Dazhu looked at her. “Why are you reacting so strongly? Let me…” 

When he saw the price on the menu, his face stiffened and he immediately shut his mouth. 

“Stone, why don’t we go to another restaurant? There’s a noodle shop opposite. I think these fancy 

dishes definitely won’t taste good.” 

Qin Xi pursed her lips and smiled. She picked up the menu and slowly started to order. Luo Xiujuan 

tugged at Qin Xi’s sleeve and advised in a low voice. 

“That’s enough, that’s enough. Stop ordering…” 

Chapter 655 Destined Not to Have a Son 

Just as they finished ordering, a domineering couple walked over. 

The man had a big belly and a bald head. The woman had heavy makeup and was dressed loudly. 

The woman with heavy makeup pointed at Qin Xi’s table and said arrogantly to the waiter, “Don’t you 

know that I like that seat? Go and chase those country bumpkins out. Who are they? Just looking at 

them makes me disgusted.” 

  

The woman shouted at the waitress standing beside Qin Xi, “How can people like them be worthy of 

sitting in the same place as us? This is a high-end restaurant, not a roadside stall.” 

Seeing that the waiter didn’t do it, the woman was furious. She felt that this waiter was really arrogant. 

She immediately held the man’s arm and complained sweetly. 

“Brother Huang, these poor people are too disgusting. I can’t eat while they are around. Also, this waiter 

actually dares to ignore me. He’s too arrogant. Brother Huang, you have to teach him a lesson.” 

When Qin Xi and the others heard her coquettish voice, they felt goosebumps all over their bodies. 

The waiter still had a polite smile on his face. “Madam, you know that this is a high-end restaurant, so 

everyone who comes here is well-mannered.” 

“Are you implying that I’m rude?” The woman was instantly angry. She reached out to slap the waiter. 



Qin Xi calmly stretched out her foot. The woman was caught off guard and tripped. She fell to the 

ground in a sorry state. 

The other customers laughed out loud. When the waiter saw her like this, he was clearly forcing back his 

laughter. 

“Oh, my dear, how are you? Is the child alright? Why are you so careless? Let me see if you are hurt. My 

heart aches for you.” 

The bald man quickly helped the woman up with concern. Seeing that the woman’s palm was only 

scratched and her stomach was still fine, he heaved a sigh of relief 

The woman rolled her eyes and immediately covered her stomach. She nestled in the bald man’s arms 

and said weakly, “Brother Huang, my, my stomach is not feeling well. Will our child be fine? Brother 

Huang, this is your son. You have to avenge him!” 

The bald man said, “Sweetheart, don’t worry. If anyone dares to hurt my son, I’ll make him go bankrupt 

and his family will be destroyed.” 

He suddenly looked at Qin Xi and the others with an extremely gloomy expression. “You all deserve to 

die. I only have one son. How dare you hurt him? Do you know who I am?” 

Han Shi, who was watching the show at the side, looked at his wife. Qin Xi winked at him playfully and 

began to clap rhythmically. 

“I don’t know who you are, but I know that you’ve done too many wicked things in your life. You’re 

destined not to have a son.” 

Qin Xi revealed her canine teeth and glanced at the woman with heavy makeup. She said meaningfully, 

“However, this is the first time I’ve seen a pregnant woman who fell so hard and is completely fine. Are 

you sure she has your son in her stomach?” 

The woman’s heart skipped a beat and her face instantly turned as pale as paper. She quickly lowered 

her head guiltily, not daring to look at Qin Xi. 

The corners of Han Shi’s mouth twitched. His wife was still as… sharp-tongued as ever! 

“B*tch, how dare you curse me? I’ll beat you to death today.” 

The bald man took a step forward and was about to kick Qin Xi. Seeing this, Han Dazhu and Luo Xiujuan 

instinctively wanted to stand up and stop him. However, before they could do it, Han Shi beat them to it. 

He gently lifted the bald man up. Yes, he lifted him up like he was a dog. 

Chapter 656 Foaming At the Mouth 

“You threatened my wife in front of me. Dwarf, where did you get the guts to do that? Huh?” 

Han Shi looked at the bald man with a faint smile. He looked at the bald man with an extremely cold 

gaze. “Destroy my family? Do you have the ability?” 



“Let go of me. I’m a member of the Huang family. Do you want to die? How dare you touch me?” 

Although he was only a collateral relative of the Huang family, he was still not someone these poor 

people could afford to offend. 

“Huang family? That Huang family?” Qin Xi raised her eyebrows and asked curiously. 

Although the bald man was lifted off the ground, his attitude was still very arrogant. He sneered, “You 

don’t even know about the Huang family. You’re really a country bumpkin. But that’s right. You’re all 

bumpkins to begin with. How can you know about the Huang family? Let me tell you, Huang Bo is my 

uncle. If you know what’s good for you, let go of me and kneel down and kowtow to me. Perhaps I’ll 

show mercy and let you go. Otherwise…” 

“Otherwise what?” Qin Xi looked at the bald man with a faint smile. 

The bald man gritted his teeth and smiled sinisterly. “I’ll make you suffer the consequences of offending 

a big shot.” 

At this moment, the manager of the high-end restaurant came over after hearing the news. When he 

saw a tall young man holding a familiar figure, his expression immediately changed and he shouted. 

“Let go of him. Let go of him. Do you know who you’ve offended?” 

“Damn it, put me down.” The bald man struggled with his short legs, looking very comical. 

The manager reprimanded Han Shi, “Kid, put Young Master Huang down quickly. Otherwise, I’ll get the 

security guards to drag you out.” 

“Who are you?” Han Shi glanced at him. 

“I’m the manager, Gao Yang.” Gao Yang straightened his back and said proudly. 

“Are you sure you’re the manager of this restaurant?” Qin Xi sneered. “Those who don’t know might 

think you’re his dog!” 

Gao Yang’s face immediately turned red. He pointed at Qin Xi and the other three and shouted at the 

security guards, “Good, very good. How dare you cause trouble in my place. Security guards, chase these 

four people out. In the future, they are allowed to enter.” 

Han Shi snorted and threw the bald man in his hand at Gao Yang, knocking the two of them to the 

ground. 

The woman with heavy makeup screamed and quickly retreated, afraid that she would be implicated. 

She regretted it very much now. She originally thought that Qin Xi and the others were dressed poorly 

and easy to bully, but in the end, she had made a fool of herself. Now, not only had she embarrassed 

herself, but she had even caused Brother Huang to be beaten up. 

Gao Yang was dizzy from smashing into the bald man. His face turned red. He finally helped the bald 

man up. Before he could catch his breath, five security guards flew towards him, knocking him down 

again. 



For a moment, screams resounded in the restaurant. Seeing this, the other security guards did not dare 

to approach Han Shi. 

Seeing this, the woman with heavy makeup hid under the table, trembling, afraid that she would be hit 

too. 

“Get away. You’re crushing me to death.” The bald man was almost out of breath from being pressed by 

the security guards and roared at them. 

The security guards had all been kicked by Han Shi. At this moment, they were dizzy and couldn’t even 

regain their foothold 

Fortunately, when the other security guards saw this, they immediately came forward to help. After 

saving the bald man, they looked at Gao Yang, who was at the bottom. He was already foaming at the 

mouth! 

Chapter 657 Offending Someone He Shouldn’t Offend 

“What happened?” 

At this moment, a few people entered. The man in the lead was surrounded by a few people. He was 

wearing a well-ironed suit and exuded the aura of a superior. When he saw the messy restaurant, he 

immediately frowned. 

Seeing his boss’s face darken, the assistant beside him broke out in cold sweat and quickly said 

respectfully, “President Qi, I’ll go and deal with it now.” 

“No need. I want to see who dares to cause trouble in my territory.” Qi Mingting waved his hand. 

As soon as Qi Mingting approached, he heard the bald man instructing the security guards. He said 

angrily, “Hurry up and beat these bastards to death. I’ll take responsibility. Do it!” 

However, no matter how much he shouted, the other security guards looked at Han Shi in fear, afraid 

that they would be the next to be kicked away. 

Seeing that they were unwilling to go forward, the bald man gritted his teeth and shouted, “Whoever 

teaches them a lesson for me, I’ll give them a thousand yuan each.” 

With a generous reward, there would definitely be brave men! 

When the security guards who were still hesitating heard that it was a thousand yuan, their eyes lit up 

and they pounced on Han Shi. 

Han Shi snorted disdainfully. He didn’t even bother to use his hand. He stretched out his long legs. 

Before the security guards could see what was going on, they felt pain all over their bodies and were 

kicked to the ground. Immediately, the restaurant was filled with wails. 

The bald man did not expect Han Shi to be so good at fighting. He dropped to the ground on his butt in 

fear. His face was pale as he stared at Han Shi in horror and said with a trembling voice, 

“You… you can’t touch me. I’m from the Huang family. If you dare to touch me, my uncle will make you 

suffer…” 



  

“Heh, don’t worry. Your uncle won’t help you. On the contrary, if Huang Bo finds out that you treated 

his savior like this, he’ll definitely break your legs.” 

Qi Mingting’s voice came from behind. Only then did everyone see this big shot and immediately make 

way for him. Qi Mingting slowly walked up to the bald man and looked down at him. 

“Huang Wei, don’t you know that this is the Qi family’s territory?” 

Huang Wei immediately forced a smile. “President Qi, I…” 

Qi Mingting sneered. “How dare you cause trouble in my territory? You’re getting bolder.” 

Huang Wei was terrified and quickly pushed the blame to Han Shi. “It’s not me, President Qi. They 

attacked first…” 

Unexpectedly, Qi Mingting did not listen to his explanation at all. He called out to his assistant and 

instructed, “I only saw you being arrogant in my place. You don’t have to explain yourself. Xiao Zhang, 

inform Elder Huang to come and pick him up. At the same time, tell Elder Huang that his nephew has 

provoked someone he shouldn’t have!” 

Hearing that his uncle was going to be informed, Huang Wei panicked. Just as he was about to get up 

and stop Xiao Zhang, he was stopped by Qi Mingting’s bodyguards. 

Huang Wei struggled and said angrily, “Qi Mingting, what do you mean? Do you really want to go against 

the Huang family for these bumpkins?” 

A trace of mockery flashed across Qi Mingting’s eyes. “When did a collateral relative have a say in the 

Huang family? Or do you think the Huang family will go against the Qi family for the sake of a collateral 

relative like you?” 

He couldn’t be bothered to waste his breath on an idiot like Huang Wei. He turned to look at Qin Xi and 

immediately said respectfully, “Young divine doctor, long time no see. I heard that the Sweet Dew Tea is 

selling well. I wonder if I have the honor to try it.” 

Qin Xi stood up and shook hands with Qi Mingting. She said with a smile, “I’m sorry, President Qi. I didn’t 

expect this to be your territory. I’ll compensate you for all the damages I’ve done.” 

Qi Mingting did not dare to ask Qin Xi for compensation. He quickly waved his hand and said, “No, no, 

no. Young divine doctor, there’s no need to compensate. I’ll get someone to clean it later.” 

Chapter 658 Love at First Sight? 

“By the way, I haven’t introduced you yet. This is my husband, Han Shi. I believe you know him, right? 

This is my grandfather, Han Dazhu. This is my mother-in-law, Luo Xiujuan…” 

When Qin Xi introduced Luo Xiujuan, she saw that there was a glint flashing across Qi Mingting’s eyes. 

She immediately narrowed her eyes and asked, “Mr. Qi, do you know my mother?” 

Stared at by Qi Mingting, Luo Xiujuan blushed and lowered her head in embarrassment. She felt that Qi 

Mingting’s gaze was a little… scorching! 



How could she withstand such a scorching gaze? She was immediately at a loss. She quietly hid behind 

Qin Xi, trying her best to avoid the gaze that made her uncomfortable. 

Qi Mingting blushed and quickly looked away in embarrassment. He explained, “No, I just felt that she 

was too young to be a mother. She looked like your sister. I was stunned for a moment. I’m sorry.” 

Qin Xi and Han Shi looked at each other and saw a smile in each other’s eyes. They could tell that Qi 

Mingting was interested. 

Luo Xiujuan was already in her forties, but in the past six months, Qin Xi had taken good care of her. Not 

only was her skin fair and tight, but her figure was also attractive. 

Moreover, she was the gentle and soft kind. Even though she was dressed in ordinary clothes, it could 

not hide the gentleness she exuded. 

This was the first time in more than ten years that Qi Mingting felt his heart palpitate. The woman in 

front of him was beautiful, and he couldn’t hide the amazement in his eyes. 

However, when he thought about how the other party was the young divine doctor’s mother-in-law, he 

was discouraged. 

Qin Xi asked, “Mr. Qi, are you here to eat? Then we won’t disturb you anymore.” 

Qi Mingting smiled awkwardly. “I’m sorry for making your meal unpleasant. It’s my fault this time. I’ll 

handle it. Young divine doctor, please enjoy your meal!” 

After he left, Luo Xiujuan’s burning face slowly cooled down. She patted her chest and heaved a sigh of 

relief. She looked at Qin Xi. “Xi, do you know that person?” 

  

Qin Xi nodded and pulled Luo Xiujuan to sit down. “Mom, his name is Qi Mingting. He’s the head of a big 

family. His wife died early and he’s been alone for more than ten years. He’s good and doesn’t have any 

bad habits.” 

Apart from that, he was also a decisive and ruthless person. He had been in the business industry for a 

long time and this kind of personality was deeply rooted in his bones. 

However, this was not appropriate to tell Luo Xiujuan. 

Han Shi glanced at his wife. Why did he feel that his wife was looking for a partner for his mother? 

Even the usually insensitive Han Dazhu could tell that something was going on. 

“Uh… why are you telling me this?” Luo Xiujuan frowned in confusion. 

The corners of Qin Xi’s mouth twitched. “Nothing. I just suddenly wanted to tell you.” 

On the other side, Qi Mingting returned to his private room. The food was ready. He picked up the bowl 

of rice but did not eat it. His mind was filled with Luo Xiujuan. 

Seeing that he was distracted, Xiao Zhang reminded him in a low voice. 



“President Qi, the food won’t taste good when it gets cold. Besides, Elder Huang is on his way here. If 

you don’t take the opportunity to eat something, your stomach will hurt when you go back.” 

Qi Mingting looked up at him. “I know.” 

Although he said that, he did not eat much. In the end, after drinking the soup in the bowl, he put down 

the bowl and chopsticks. 

Seeing this, Xiao Zhang couldn’t help but ask, “President Qi, do you not like the food today? Do you want 

me to get the chef to make it again?” 

“Xoap Zhang, how many years have you been with me?” 

“Seven years!” 

Qi Mingting nodded with a serious expression. “Do you think it’s time for me to find a partner?” 

Chapter 659 Assassins 

Luo Xiujuan did not know that someone took a fancy to her. When she returned to the Breeze Villa, it 

was already evening. 

Before they could sit down, the landline in the living room rang. 

Han Dazhu happened to be nearby the landline. He picked it up and said slowly, “Hello, who is it?” 

“Is Uncle Han spreaking?” 

It was Liu Shuan who called. His voice was filled with confusion. “Today, a few people came, saying that 

they wanted to discuss cooperation with Sweet Dew. They’re asking about your whereabouts. I didn’t 

think they were here to discuss business, so I didn’t tell them.” 

Han Dazhu smiled indifferently. “It’s fine. Since they know about the Sweet Dew, they’ll be able to find 

us soon. Hahaha, Liu Shuan, don’t always be busy with work. Show some concerns for your pregnant 

wife. Last time, Xi took her pulse and said that it’s a boy. You’re in luck.” 

Liu Shuan chuckled in embarrassment. “It’s all thanks to Qin Xi. Otherwise, my family line would have 

ended. Uncle Han, your Stone is really lucky to be able to marry such a good wife like Qin Xi.” 

When Han Dazhu heard someone praise his granddaughter-in-law, he was proud. “Hahahaha, of course. 

Xi’s medical skills are amazing…” 

The corners of Qin Xi’s mouth twitched. When she heard the two of them praising her on the phone, she 

felt her face burning. Just as she was about to say something, she suddenly heard the sound of fighting. 

Before she could figure out what was going on, she heard Blood Stealer shout from outside the door, 

“Lady Boss, assassins!” 

Qin Xi and Han Shi’s expressions instantly changed. At the same time, they felt an extremely dangerous 

aura coming at them. In the blink of an eye, the two of them rushed towards Han Dazhu and Luo 

Xiujuan. As they pushed them aside, bullets after bullets flew past their ears. 

Qin Xi and Han Shi hid the two of them in the bedroom on the third floor as quickly as possible. 



Han Dazhu and Luo Xiujuan had never seen such a scene before and were already scared out of their 

wits. Seeing this, Qin Xi drew two seals in the air with both hands and slapped it on their body. 

  

She said, “Grandpa, Mom, I left a backlash talisman on you. You don’t have to worry. If anyone hurts 

you, that person will suffer double. Also, don’t leave this room and don’t make a sound. I’ve set up a 

barrier here. As long as you don’t go out, they won’t be able to find you.” 

“Xi, where are you going?” Han Dazhu’s expression immediately changed. He grabbed Qin Xi’s hand and 

asked anxiously. 

“Grandpa, Han Shi and I will go down and take a look. Don’t worry, with our current skills, no one can 

hurt us, but Wang Zhiqiang and the others are different.” 

“Xi…” 

Luo Xiujuan was so frightened that her face turned pale. She did not know what to say. Her mind was 

blank, and she was so terrified that she almost suffocated. 

“Mom, you should sleep. Everything will be fine when you wake up.” 

As Qin Xi spoke, she gently tapped Luo Xiujuan’s neck and Luo Xiujuan immediately fell asleep. Han Shi 

carried his mother to the bed and instructed Han Dazhu. The two of them quickly left the room. Of 

course, before Qin Xi left, she set up a small illusion array to hide this door. From the outside, this was 

just a wall. 

Soon, Qin Xi and Han Shi arrived outside. As soon as they appeared, bullets came from all directions. 

With their current skills, they were not afraid of bullets, but they did not want to be hit for nothing. The 

two of them had a tacit understanding. Their figures quickly flashed and rushed towards the sniper. 

Chapter 660 Su Family 

While the snipers were aiming at Qin Xi, Wang Zhiqiang and the others sneaked up to them and fought 

back. 

Without snipers firing at them in the dark, Wang Zhiqiang and the others easily gained the upper hand 

and pressed the assassins who ambushed them to the ground. 

“Tell me, who sent you?” Blood Stealer stepped on the man’s head and asked with a sinister expression. 

One of the men with ear studs spat out. His eyes were filled with a bloodthirsty smile as he looked at 

Wang Zhiqiang. “Skeleton, I didn’t expect that not only were you not tortured to death, but you were 

even more capable than before. Hehehe, have you forgotten how you crawled out of the capital like a 

dog back then?” 

Wang Zhiqiang’s expression suddenly changed. “You’re sent by the Su family.” 

“Heh, so what if we are? Your team should be living like dogs. Who gave you the right to stand up? 

Huh?” 

Hearing the man’s arrogant tone, Wang Zhiqiang sneered. He looked down at him and said disdainfully, 

“Things have changed. Now, do you think we’re still afraid of the Su family?” 



The man’s face suddenly turned crazy, and his eyes were bloodshot. 

“You can’t escape the fate of being the Su family’s dogs. If you offend the Su family, you can only live a 

life worse than death. No one dares to resist the Su family. You will die!” 

As the subordinates of the eldest daughter of the Su family, they knew very well what the Su family 

represented. The Su family was an existence that no families could surpass. As long as the Su family gave 

the order, the rest of the so-called top families would have to bow down to them. 

“Tell me, who leaked our whereabouts to the Su family?” Wang Zhiqiang ignored his threatening words 

and only wanted to know how they were exposed. 

“Hmph, it doesn’t matter if I tell you. Anyway… even if you know, you won’t have the chance to do 

anything.” 

  

The man stared at Wang Zhiqiang like a lunatic, his eyes filled with viciousness. He laughed arrogantly. 

“Hahahaha, you can’t beat the Su family at all. Your team will die. All of you will die.” 

“F*ck you, stupid thing.” Thunderkill was annoyed by this chatterbox. He cursed as he kicked the man. 

With a bang, the man was kicked away by Thunderkill and slammed into the wall. Almost instantly, he 

spat out a few mouthfuls of blood and fainted. 

The Su family subordinates who were pressed to the ground were shocked. Just one kick was enough to 

crush the internal organs. How terrifying was this strength? How did he do it? 

Didn’t Miss Su say that they were just retired soldiers with good martial arts? Why did it seem like they 

were comparable to the Su family’s ancient martial artists? 

At the thought of this possibility, they were so frightened that they kept quiet. 

 


